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This is the first comprehensive modern atlas of the Peninsular War, the series of campaigns in Spain and Portugal between
Napoleonic France and British forces commanded by the Duke of Wellington. Here a distinguished military historian examines and
explains the sequence of battles and the course of the war through expertly drawn cartography in color. A general introduction,
together with a historical summary setting the campaigns in context, is followed by 53 detailed maps and plans, each with a
complementary text providing a succinct description of the action depicted. The great battles of Vimeiro, Talavera, Busaco,
Albuera, Salamanca, Vitoria, and the Pyrenees are all graphically described, together with the main sieges and many minor
combats. This is an indispensable companion to both serious students and military enthusiasts interested in the Napoleonic wars.
Wellington's campaign against Marshal Soult The content of this concise book concentrates on the final phase of the Peninsular
War from the Battle of the Nivelle to the close of hostilities following the battles at Toulouse and Bayonne. Maguire's work on the
subject was originally published in the United Services Institute Magazine. He wrote widely on military history, including a highly
regarded work, 'Outlines of Military Geography', which explores the issue of terrain from a tactical perspective giving several
different campaigns as examples. This present book follows the last months of the campaign in the South of France and includes
erudite insights into Wellington's capabilities as a military commander, as well as a synopsis of the war by Charles Oman and
maps and illustrations. Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and hardback
with dustjacket.
The enjoyment of wargaming is greatly enhanced if the battles (games) are played within well thought-out scenarios. Instead of
simply lining up evenly-matched armies and fighting to the death, the players can have realistic objectives (such as the capture of
a vital piece of terrain or delaying a superior enemy to cover a retreat) and be confronted with more challenging tactical decisions.
Devising such scenarios can take a lot of effort, and more critically, time, which is always in short supply. This book is designed to
take the time and effort out of organising fascinating and challenging wargames set in the Peninsular War. rnrnIn addition to 20
carefully devised scenarios of varying size and complexity, this book contains a concise introduction to the theatre of operations
and an integrated chronology of battles and campaigns, showing where the scenarios fit into the wider events. The scenarios and
orders of battle are intended for use with Pen & Sword's own Napolenic wargame rules, Grand Battery, but they are easily
adaptable for use with other leading systems.rnrn Briefing notes on the context of the battle and the dilemmas and objectives
facing each commander.rn Orders of battle for each side and any other information required to set up. rnContents :rnrn Concise
introduction to the Peninsular War with chronology to place the scenarios in context.rn 20 carefully devised scenarios of varying
size and complexity.rn a wargamer-friendly map, showing players where to place terrain, buildings and other features that had an
impact on the battlefield. It will also show initial dispositions (historical) and mark the point of entrance (or exit) of units during the
battle. rn Clear win/lose/draw conditions.
In 1994 Ian Fletcher published his book Fields of Fire, which was the first book to show Wellingtons Peninsular War battlefields in
full color. Now, almost 20 years on, he returns with a second book, The Peninsular War: Wellingtons Battlefields Revisited which
shows how things have changed since 1994. The beautiful photographs cover all of Wellingtons major battles, and many smaller
engagements also, to show them in all their glory, from the snowy Galician mountains, to the dry, dusty plain of Salamanca, and
from the low rolling slopes of Albuera to the breathtaking Pyrenees. Coming as it does in the middle of the 200th anniversary of the
Peninsular War, this book is a timely reminder of one of the most successful campaigns ever fought by the British Army.
In February 1810, Wellington formed what became the most famous unit in the Peninsular War: the Light Division. Formed around
the 43rd and 52nd Light Infantry and the 95th Rifles, the exploits of these three regiments is legendary. Over the next 50 months,
the division would fight and win glory in almost every battle and siege of the Peninsular War. Key to the understanding how the
division achieved its fame is an understanding of their excellence and tradition that was established from its founding. It began on
the border of Spain and Portugal where it served as a screen between Wellington’s Army and the French. For six months while
vastly outnumbered, it manned outposts, guarded fords and bridges, and fought numerous skirmishes. When it came time pull
back from the border, the division endured a harrowing retreat with a relentless enemy at their heels. It was during this eventful
year it developed an esprit-de-corps and a belief in its leaders and itself that was unrivaled in Wellington’s Army. Wellington's
Light Division in the Peninsular War uses over 100 primary sources to recount the numerous skirmishes, combats, and battles, as
well as the hardships of a year of duty on the front lines. Many of these sources are from British and Portuguese archives and
have never been published before. Others are from long-forgotten books published over 150 years ago. It is through the words of
the officers and men who served with it that this major, and long-anticipated study of the first critical year of the Light Division is
told.
At last, in this absorbing and authoritative study, the story of the epic struggle on Spains eastern front during the Peninsular War
has been told. Often overlooked as not integral to the Duke of Wellingtons main army and their campaigns in Portugal and western
Spain, they were, in point of fact, intrinsically linked. Nick Lipscombe, a leading historian of the Napoleonic Wars and an expert on
the fighting in the Iberian peninsula, describes in graphic detail the battles fought by the French army of General Suchet against
the Spanish regulars and guerrillas and subsequently the Anglo-Sicilian force sent by the British government to stabilize the
region. Despite Suchet's initial successes and repeated setbacks for the allied armies, by late 1813 the east coast of Spain held a
key to Wellington's invasion of France and the ultimate defeat of Napoleon's armies in the Peninsula. At a tactical level the allies
were undeniably successful and made an important contribution to the eventual French defeat.
Napoleon's occupation of the Iberian peninsula embroiled him in a protracted and costly war against British, Spanish and
Portuguese forces ultimately led by one of history's greatest commanders -- the Duke of Wellington. Yet it also introduced a new
dimension to warfare, for Napoleon's 'Spanish ulcer' became a bitter seven-year struggle against peoples inflamed by nationalism.
Thus, while Wellington achieved successive victories in open battle, a parallel guerrilla war exacted a heavy toll of its own on the
invaders. No mere sideshow to the other campaigns of the period, the Peninsular War made a significant contribution to
Napoleon's eventual downfall.
The 1810 French invasion of Portugal, commanded by the veteran marshal André Masséna, who was known to Napoleon as the
‘Spoilt Child of Victory’ has been well covered by historians. Conversely, the shock revelation of the presence of the Lines of
Torres Vedras baring the French Army of Portugal’s way to their objective of Lisbon, and numerous combats through to the Battle
of Funtes de Oñoro, has been frequently and unjustifiably glossed over. This book, starting with the occupation of the Lines of
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Torres Vedras, which were at the heart of Wellington’s Peninsular strategy from October 1809-1812, is the story of Wellington’s
pursuit of Masséna back to Spain. This was a time when the Peninsular Army was still being forged and Wellington was refining
his own art of war. In addition, 1810-1811 was a period when the outcome of the struggle in Iberia was still far from certain, and
Wellington could not manoeuvre with the same confidence in the outcome as he could in future years. The series of combats
fought at Pombal, Redhina, Foz da Arounce and Sabugal while Masséna was at bay, though not categorised as ‘general actions’,
were of the same scale and significance as those of 1808; Roliça and Vimiero. The general action at Funtes de Oñoro was one of
the most significant of Wellington’s victories, but he confessed that ‘If Bony had been here we would have been beat’.
At the heart of David Butterys third book on the Peninsular War lies the comparison between two great commanders of enormous experience
and reputation Arthur Wellesley, later Duke of Wellington, and Jean de Dieu Soult. In Soult, Wellesley met one of his most formidable
opponents and they confronted each other during one of the most remarkable, and neglected, of the Peninsular campaigns. Soults invasion
of Portugal is rarely studied in great depth and, likewise, the offensive Wellesley launched, which defeated and expelled the French, has also
received scant coverage. As well as giving a fresh insight into the contrasting characters of the two generals, the narrative offers a gripping
and detailed, reconstruction of the organization and experience of a military campaign 200 years ago.
This regimental history chronicles the legendary exploits of the British Army’s Light Division against Napoleon in Spain and Portugal. From
the outset of the Peninsular campaigns in 1808, the Light Division achieved results way beyond their scant numbers. But it was during the
epic winter retreat to La Corunna that they showed their metal. Returning to the Peninsula months later, the irascible Brigadier Robert
Craufurd led the Light Brigade on a terrible march to meet General Arthur Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington, at Talavera. The Light Division
played significant roles in the Battle of the River Côa, where the riflemen fought hard to escape Marshal Ney’s trap; the Battle of Buçaco
Ridge, the Battle of Salamanca, and many others. More than a simple series of battle scenes, however, this history of the Light Division
provides a wider picture of campaigning during the Napoleonic Wars and sheds light on the life of a 19th century light infantry soldier.
From the prizewinning author of Europe, a riveting account of the heroic Second Light Battalion, which held the line at Waterloo, defeating
Napoleon and changing the course of history. In 1815, the deposed emperor Napoleon returned to France and threatened the already
devastated and exhausted continent with yet another war. Near the small Belgian municipality of Waterloo, two large, hastily mobilized armies
faced each other to decide the future of Europe-Napoleon's forces on one side, and the Duke of Wellington on the other. With so much at
stake, neither commander could have predicted that the battle would be decided by the Second Light Battalion, King's German Legion, which
was given the deceptively simple task of defending the Haye Sainte farmhouse, a crucial crossroads on the way to Brussels. In The Longest
Afternoon, Brendan Simms captures the chaos of Waterloo in a minute-by-minute account that reveals how these 400-odd riflemen
successfully beat back wave after wave of French infantry. The battalion suffered terrible casualties, but their fighting spirit and refusal to
retreat ultimately decided the most influential battle in European history.
Wellington's Men Remembered is a reference work which has been compiled on behalf of the Association of Friends of the Waterloo
Committee and contains over 3,000 memorials to soldiers who fought in the Peninsular War and at Waterloo between 1808 and 1815,
together with 150 battlefield and regimental memorials in 24 countries worldwide.?
Explores the relationship between the French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte and the Duke of Wellington prior to and in the aftermath of the
Battle of Waterloo, the most decisive battle of the nineteenth century.
Wellington's Peninsular War provides a concise and comprehensive account that can be enjoyed by both professional and amateur historians
and which includes details of the battlefields as they are today and how to find and explore them. The Peninsular War (1808–1841) was part
of the twenty year struggle against Napoleon Bonaparte that involved campaigns in Europe, the Middle East, Russia, the West Indies, South
America and South Africa and until 1914 was known as 'The Great War'. The author has presented a balanced picture of the whole campaign
and gives due credit to the Spanish and Portuguese efforts without which victory would not have been possible. Arranged in sections, the
author starts with a review of the whole war and the background to it and follows with a complete chronological account of the war year by
year. Finally a chapter on each of the major battles includes maps and photographs of the battlefields, orders of battle and instructions on
how to find the battlefield today and what to see there. The maps show the ground as it was at the time but also include modern features to
identify where the fighting took place enabling the reader to stand where Wellington would have stood when surveying the battlefield.
At the beginning of the Napoleonic period, the British Army's record left something to be desired. During the Peninsular War (1808-1814),
however, Wellington led and trained an army that never knew a major defeat on the field. Even Wellington himself described his army as
"able to go anywhere or do anything." This book examines the formidable British Army which played an integral part in stalling Napoleon's
advance, focusing on the staff, infantry, cavalry, artillery and sieges and sappers. Numerous illustrations, including eight color plates, vividly
depict the weaponry and uniforms of Wellington's Peninsular Army.
In the two hundred years since the Battle of Waterloo countless studies examining almost every aspect of this momentous event have been
published narratives of the campaign, graphic accounts of key stages in the fighting or of the role played by a regiment or by an individual
who was there - an eyewitness. But what has not been written is an in-depth study of a division, one of the larger formations that made up the
armies on that decisive battlefield, and that is exactly the purpose of Philip Haythornthwaites original and highly readable new book. He
concentrates on the famous Fifth Division, commanded by Sir Thomas Picton, which was a key element in Wellingtons Reserve. The
experiences of this division form a microcosm of those of the entire army. Vividly, using a range of first-hand accounts, the author describes
the actions of the officers and men throughout this short, intense campaign, in particular their involvement the fighting at Quatre Bras and at
Waterloo itself.

Illustrated with 18 maps and illustrations The 1807-14 war in the Iberian Peninsula was one of the most significant and
influential campaigns of the Napoleonic Wars. Arising from Napoleon's strategic need to impose his rule over Portugal
and Spain, it evolved into a constant drain on his resources. Sir Charles Oman's seven-volume history of the campaign is
an unrivalled and essential work. His extensive use and analysis of French, Spanish, Portuguese and British participants'
accounts and archival material, together with his own inspection of the battlefields, provides a comprehensive and
balanced account of this most important episode in Napoleonic military history. Between August 1813 and the end of
hostilities in April 1814, Napoleon's forces were finally expelled from the Iberian Peninsula. Wellington's army invaded
southern France, only halting its operations when news was received of Napoleon's abdication. The events covered in
this volume include the British siege and capture of St Sebastian; the final campaigning in eastern Spain; Wellington's
invasion of France; and the last actions of the war in the Battle of Toulouse and the French sortie from Bayonne. A
chapter on the place of the Peninsular War in history concludes Oman's monumental work.
The role of the Royal Engineers in the Peninsular War has long been neglected and often misunderstood, and Mark
Thompson's history is the first full account of their work and of the contribution they made throughout the conflict. He
draws on his unrivalled collection of the engineers' letters and diaries in order to tell, in vivid detail, the story of the war as
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they experienced it. His narrative describes their role in all the major operations between 1808 and 1814, and it
demonstrates the extraordinary range of tasks they undertook, from surveys and reconnaissance to the building of roads
and bridges, siege works and field fortifications. His deeply researched study will be fascinating reading for anyone who
is interested in the history of military engineering and a vital text for readers who are keen to broaden their understanding
of the Peninsular War.
The British troops who fought so successfully under the Duke of Wellington during his Peninsular Campaign against
Napoleon have long been branded by the duke’s own words—“scum of the earth”—and assumed to have been society’s
ne’er-do-wells or criminals who enlisted to escape justice. Now Edward J. Coss shows to the contrary that most of these
redcoats were respectable laborers and tradesmen and that it was mainly their working-class status that prompted the
duke’s derision. Driven into the army by unemployment in the wake of Britain’s industrial revolution, they confronted
wartime hardship with ethical values and became formidable soldiers in the bargain These men depended on the king’s
shilling for survival, yet pay was erratic and provisions were scant. Fed worse even than sixteenth-century Spanish galley
slaves, they often marched for days without adequate food; and if during the campaign they did steal from Portuguese
and Spanish civilians, the theft was attributable not to any criminal leanings but to hunger and the paltry rations provided
by the army. Coss draws on a comprehensive database on British soldiers as well as first-person accounts of Peninsular
War participants to offer a better understanding of their backgrounds and daily lives. He describes how these neglected
and abused soldiers came to rely increasingly on the emotional and physical support of comrades and developed their
own moral and behavioral code. Their cohesiveness, Coss argues, was a major factor in their legendary triumphs over
Napoleon’s battle-hardened troops. The first work to closely examine the social composition of Wellington’s rank and file
through the lens of military psychology, All for the King’s Shilling transcends the Napoleonic battlefield to help explain the
motivation and behavior of all soldiers under the stress of combat.
The seven-year campaign that saved Europe from Napoleon told by those who were there. What made Arthur Duke of
Wellington the military genius who was never defeated in battle? In the vivid narrative style that is his trademark, Peter
Snow recalls how Wellington evolved from a backward, sensitive schoolboy into the aloof but brilliant commander. He
tracks the development of Wellington's leadership and his relationship with the extraordinary band of men he led from
Portugal in 1808 to their final destruction of Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo seven years. Having described his
soldiers as the 'scum of the earth' Wellington transformed them into the finest fighting force of their time. Digging deep
into the rich treasure house of diaries and journals that make this war the first in history to be so well recorded, Snow
examines how Wellington won the devotion of generals such as the irascible Thomas Picton and the starry but reckless
'Black Bob' Crauford and soldiers like Rifleman Benjamin Harris and Irishman Ned Costello. Through many first-hand
accounts, Snow brings to life the horrors and all of the humanity of life in and out of battle, as well as shows the way that
Wellington mastered the battlefield to outsmart the French and change the future of Europe. To War with Wellington is
the gripping account of a very human story about a remarkable leader and his men.
First published in 1925, this rare book recounts the final phase of the Peninsular War when Wellington chased the French
across the Pyrenees into France, defeating them again at the Battle of Orthez. Illustrated with early 20th c. photos of the
battlefields, and reproduces the Iron Duke's campaign plans and battlefield orders.
Wellington's Peninsular WarBattles and BattlefieldsPen and Sword
The author of Wellington at Waterloo delivers an in-depth history of the military commander’s tactics and strategy in the
Peninsular War. After gaining strategic and tactical experience in Colonial India, Arthur Wellesley went to battle against
French forces in the Peninsular War. With his decisive victories there, he ascended to the peerage of the United Kingdom
as the 1st Duke of Wellington. Inthis volume, historian Jac Weller delivers a complete account of Wellington’s career on
the Iberian Peninsula, covering all the battles in which he took part. Talavera, The battles of Busaco, Salamanca and
Vitoria are among the famous conflicts Weller brings to life in the lively chronicle, combining meticulous research with
extensive visits to the historic battlefields. Supplementing his accessible narrative with photographs, Weller demonstrates
how this great commander finally achieved victory after six years of battle against Napoleon’s army.
Though pressed many times to write about his battles and campaigns, the Duke of Wellington always replied that people
should refer to his published dispatches, and he refused to add further to his official correspondence, famously remarking
that: ‘The history of a battle, is not unlike the history of a ball. Some individuals may recollect all the little events of which
the great result is the battle won or lost, but no individual can recollect the order in which, or the exact moment at which,
they occurred, which makes all the difference as to their value or importance.’ Yet Wellington did, in effect, write a history
of the Peninsular War in the form of four lengthy memoranda, summarizing the conduct of the war in 1809, 1810 and
1811 respectively. These lengthy accounts demonstrate Wellington’s unmatched appreciation of the nature of the war in
Spain and Portugal, and relate to the operations of the French and Spanish forces as well as the Anglo-Portuguese army
under his command. Unlike personal diaries or journals written by individual soldiers, with their inevitably limited
knowledge, Wellington was in an unparalleled position to provide a comprehensive overview of the war. Equally, the
memoranda were written as the war unfolded, not tainted with the knowledge of hindsight, providing a unique
contemporaneous commentary. Brought together by renowned historian Stuart Reid with reports and key dispatches
from the other years of the campaign, the result is the story of the Peninsular War told through the writings of the man
who knew and understood the conflict in Iberia better than any other. These memoranda and dispatches have never
been published before in a single connected narrative. Therefore, Wellington’s History of the Peninsular War 1808-1814
offers a uniquely accessible perspective on the conflict in the own words of Britain’s greatest general.
In this compelling book, Richard Holmes tells the exhilarating story of the Duke of Wellington, Britain's greatest ever soldier.
In separate commentary sections he evaluates the sources and indicates the inevitable contradictions and gaps in evidence that have
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emerged during his research. Complete with maps, battleground plans, line drawings and photographs, this compelling book provides acute
analysis of a single day in Salamanca that changed European history."--Jacket.
Sir Arthur Wellesley's 1808–1814 campaigns against Napoleon's forces in the Iberian Peninsula have drawn the attention of scholars and
soldiers for two centuries. Yet, until now, no study has focused on the problems that Wellesley, later known as the Duke of Wellington,
encountered on the home front before his eventual triumph beyond the Pyrenees. In Wellington's Two-Front War, Joshua Moon not only
surveys Wellington's command of British forces against the French but also describes the battles Wellington fought in England—with an
archaic military command structure, bureaucracy, and fickle public opinion. In this detailed and accessible account, Moon traces Wellington's
command of British forces during the six years of warfare against the French. Almost immediately upon landing in Portugal in 1808,
Wellington was hampered by his government's struggle to plan a strategy for victory. From that point on, Moon argues, the military's outdated
promotion system, political maneuvering, and bureaucratic inertia—all subject to public opinion and a hostile press—thwarted Wellington's
efforts, almost costing him the victory. Drawing on archival sources in the United Kingdom and at the United States Military Academy, Moon
goes well beyond detailing military operations to delve into the larger effects of domestic policies, bureaucracy, and coalition building on
strategy. Ultimately, Moon shows, the second front of Wellington's "two-front war" was as difficult as the better-known struggle against
Napoleon's troops and harsh conditions abroad. As this book demonstrates, it was only through strategic vision and relentless determination
that Wellington attained the hard-fought victory. Moon's multifaceted examination of the commander and his frustrations offers valuable
insight into the complexities of fighting faraway battles under the scrutiny at home of government agencies and the press—issues still relevant
today.
"A heavily illustrated account of Wellington's campaigns against Napoleon's commanders in Spain and Portugal, supplemented by a stunning
collection of photographs of the battlefields as they appear tod"
Despite Wellington's success against Marmont's army at Salamanca in July, the year of 1812 ended in bitter disappointment for the British.
However, a year later Wellington's series of brilliant manoeuvres threw the French onto the defensive on all fronts, culminating in the final
victory at Vittoria: 90,000 men and 90 guns attacking in four mutually supporting columns. The French centre gave way and both flanks were
turned, their army finally breaking in flight towards Pamplona. Any French hopes of maintaining their position in the Peninsular were crushed
forever. On 7 October the British set foot on the 'sacred soil' of' Napoleon's France.
Accounts of battle and daring under the 'Iron Duke' The author of this book, Edward Fraser, specialised in histories concerning the soldiers
and sailors of the Napoleonic Age. Originally titled, in the style of its day, Soldiers Whom Wellington Led, this volume contains almost twenty
vignettes-some describing personalities and events that may not be familiar to modern readers-about the soldiers of all ranks who were
Wellington's 'old peninsular army which could go anywhere and do anything.' Included are 'The Charge of the Light Dragoons at Talavera'
and 'The Men Who Took the Eagle at Barrosa' and other accounts of the battlefield and campaign, together with essays on some notable
figures who served under Wellington's command including his chief scout Colquhoun Grant, Colonel John Waters another remarkable
gatherer of intelligence and the exploits of Ensign Dyas. Leonaur also publish Fraser's excellent history on the fortunes of Napoleon's famous
eagle standards, The War Drama of the Eagles, a companion book to this present volume Nelson's Sailors and an unusual account of the
Battle of Trafalgar from the perspective of the French and Spanish naval forces The Enemy at Trafalgar. All are excellent 'readers' for
students of the Napoleonic Wars. Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and hardback
with dustjacket; our hardbacks are cloth bound and feature gold foil lettering on their spines and fabric head and tail bands.
History books report—and rightly so—that it was the strategic and intelligence-gathering brilliance of the Duke of Wellington (who began his
military career as Arthur Wellesley) that culminated in Britain's defeat of Napoleon Bonaparte at Waterloo in 1815. Nearly two hundred years
later, many of General Wellesley's subordinates are still remembered for their crucial roles in these historic campaigns. But Lt. Col. George
Scovell is not among them. The Man Who Broke Napoleon's Codes is the story of a man of common birth—bound, according to the severe
social strictures of eighteenth-century England, for the life of a tradesman—who would in time become his era's most brilliant code-breaker
and an officer in Wellesley's army. In an age when officers were drawn almost exclusively from the ranks of the nobility, George Scovell—an
engraver's apprentice—joined Wellesley in 1809. Scovell provides a fascinating lens through which to view a critical era in military history—his
treacherous rise through the ranks, despite the scorn of his social betters and his presence alongside Wellesley in each of the major
European campaigns, from the Iberian Peninsula through Waterloo. But George Scovell was more than just a participant in those events.
Already recognized as a gifted linguist, Scovell would prove a remarkably nimble cryptographer. Encoded military communiqués between
Napoleon and his generals, intercepted by the British, were brought to Scovell for his skilled deciphering. As Napoleon's encryption
techniques became more sophisticated, Wellesley came to rely ever more on Scovell's genius for this critical intelligence. In Scovell's lifetime,
his role in Britain's greatest military victory was grudgingly acknowledged; but his accomplishments would eventually be credited to
others—including Wellington himself. Scovell's name—and his contributions—have been largely overlooked or ignored. The Man Who Broke
Napoleon's Codes tells the fascinating story of the early days of cryptology, re-creates the high drama of some of Europe's most remarkable
military campaigns, and restores the mantle of hero to a man heretofore forgotten by history.
Dismissive, conservative and aloof, Wellington treated his artillery with disdain during the Napoleonic Wars – despite their growing influence
on the field of battle. Wellington's Guns exposes, for the very first time, the often stormy relationship between Wellington and his artillery, how
the reluctance to modernize the British artillery corps threatened to derail the British push for victory and how Wellington's views on the
command and appointment structure within the artillery opened up damaging rifts between him and his men. At a time when artillery was
undergoing revolutionary changes – from the use of mountain guns during the Pyrenees campaign in the Peninsular, the innovative execution
of 'danger-close' missions to clear the woods of Hougomont at Waterloo, to the introduction of creeping barrages and Congreve's rockets –
Wellington seemed to remain distrustful of a force that played a significant role in shaping tactics and changing the course of the war. Using
extensive research and first-hand accounts, Colonel Nick Lipscombe reveals that despite Wellington's brilliance as a field commander, his
abrupt and uncompromising leadership style, particularly towards his artillery commanders, shaped the Napoleonic Wars, and how despite
this, the ever-evolving technology and tactics ensured that the extensive use of artillery became one of the hallmarks of a modern army.

Salamanca was the most decisive battle of the entire Peninsular War. Wellington smashed Marmont's French Army and his pursuit
of its shattered remnants led to the famous cavalry charge of the King's German Legion at Garcia Hernandez. There would be two
more years of sieges and hard fighting before the Iron Duke crossed the Pyrenees into France but from Salamanca the British and
their Portuguese and Spanish allies always had the upper hand. Ian Fletcher examines this important battle in detail and also
discusses the campaign which led up to it.
Wellington's Peninsular War provides a concise and comprehensive account that can be enjoyed by both professional and
amateur historians and which includes details of the battlefields as they are today and how to find and explore them. The
Peninsular War (1808-1841) was part of the twenty year struggle against Napoleon Bonaparte that involved campaigns in Europe,
the Middle East, Russia, the West Indies, South America and South Africa and until 1914 was known as 'The Great War'. The
author has presented a balanced picture of the whole campaign and gives due credit to the Spanish and Portuguese efforts
without which victory would not have been possible. Arranged in sections, the author starts with a review of the whole war and the
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background to it and follows with a complete chronological account of the war year by year. Finally a chapter on each of the major
battles includes maps and photographs of the battlefields, orders of battle and instructions on how to find the battlefield today and
what to see there. The maps show the ground as it was at the time but also include modern features to identify where the fighting
took place enabling the reader to stand where Wellington would have stood when surveying the battlefield.
Until now there has not been a serious study of the rifle-armed regiments of the British Army that earned such renown in the
Peninsular and Waterloo campaigns. Compiled by a former rifleman, Ray Cusick, who has written extensively on the subject,
Wellington's Rifles examines the new rifle regiments, how they came about, their development and their actions.??The author also
investigates the introduction of rifled muskets into the British Army in the French and Indian wars of the eighteenth century, where
they were shunned by the military establishment, to their transition into a key element in Wellington's extraordinarily successful
Peninsular army.??The training and tactics of the riflemen are explained and each significant engagement in which they were
involved is explored in thrilling detail. It was the riflemen of the 95th Regiment that inspired the series of Sharpe books and films.
That was the fiction; this is the reality.??The publication will be introduced by the renowned Napoleonic historian Ian Fletcher.
The Battle of Talavera was one of the key confrontations of the Peninsular War. In a bloody contest the British and Spanish under
Wellesley and Cuesta won a tactical victory over the French forces of Victor and Joseph Bonaparte. The battle was the climax of
the offensive launched by Wellesley and his Spanish allies to expel the French from Madrid. Andrew Field's graphic analysis is the
first full-length reassessment to be published in recent times. Using documentary records, eyewitness accounts and a painstaking
study of the terrain, he reconstructs the action in vivid detail and questions assumptions about the event that have grown up over
the last 200 years. He also provides an extensive tour of the battlefield.
Now back in print, this new and revised edition of The Peninsular War Atlas has added new and updated maps and content to
reflect the latest research into the long struggle for control of the Iberian Peninsula, all in an attractive slip case gift package.
Colonel Nick Lipscombe, who is based in Spain and is the chairman of the Peninsular War 200 organization, has used his unique
perspective to make this new edition the very best study of the subject on the market. The Peninsular War saw some of the
bloodiest fighting of the Napoleonic Wars. Over a period of five years it is estimated that half a million soldiers and civilians were
killed in this bloodbath, however the battles there are far less well-known than other Napoleonic battles like Waterloo. Despite the
exposure given this theatre in the Sharpe novels, the soldiers who fought there have received little public recognition. The
bicentennial commemorations of this war aim to bring the war to wider recognition, bringing the Spanish, Portuguese and British
together in remembering the dead, and re-examining the war in a balanced way.
Intelligence is often the critical factor in a successful military campaign. This was certainly the case for Arthur Wellesley, the Duke
of Wellington, in the Peninsular War. In this book, author Huw J. Davies offers the first full account of the scope, complexity, and
importance of Wellington’s intelligence department, describing a highly organized, multifaceted series of networks of agents and
spies throughout Spain and Portugal—an organization that was at once a microcosm of British intelligence at the time and a
sophisticated forebear to intelligence developments in the twentieth century. Spying for Wellington shows us an organization that
was, in effect, two parallel networks: one made up of Foreign Office agents “run” by British ambassadors in Spain and Portugal,
the other comprising military spies controlled by Wellington himself. The network of agents supplied strategic intelligence, giving
the British army advance warning of the arrival, destinations, and likely intentions of French reinforcements. The military network
supplied operational intelligence, which confirmed the accuracy of the strategic intelligence and provided greater detail on the
strengths, arms, and morale of the French forces. Davies reveals how, by integrating these two forms of intelligence, Wellington
was able to develop an extremely accurate and reliable estimate of French movements and intentions not only in his own theater
of operations but also in other theaters across the Iberian Peninsula. The reliability and accuracy of this intelligence, as Davies
demonstrates, was central to Wellington’s decision-making and, ultimately, to his overall success against the French. Correcting
past, incomplete accounts, this is the definitive book on Wellington’s use of intelligence. As such, it contributes to a clearer, more
comprehensive understanding of Wellington at war and of his place in the history of British military intelligence.
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